**Netters Drop Second Match**

By Edie Rosenzweig

The Albany State tennis team was dropped a 3-2 decision at home by Florida Tech on Friday afternoon. The loss completes the team's fall season and leaves the netters with a 7-3 record.

"We are disappointed in the loss," said coach Coach Steve Rosenzweig. "I thought we had a good chance of winning the match. We were competitive, but we could not get the job done."

The loss means that the netters must now focus on preparing for next year. The team will look to improve their overall record and move up in the rankings for the upcoming season.

---

**Loch Of Depth Hurts Women Runners**

By Christine Kolbe

"We had a tough day," said coach Barbara Pinckney. "That's what happens when you run against a strong team." The team was defeated by the University of South Florida, 5-2.

"We were competitive, but we just couldn't match their depth," said Pinckney. "Our team has great potential, but we need to work on consistency." The team plans to focus on improving their overall performance next season.

---

**Plattsmouth Crushes Tracksters**

By Karen Thomas

The Plattsmouth High School football team defeated the Beatrice High School track team by a score of 90-20 on Friday night.

"We were hoping to do better," said Beatrice coach Joe Smith. "Our team worked hard all season and we expected more from them." The team will look to improve their overall record next season.

---

**Council Adds to DiMeo's Budget**

By Mark Morris

Central Council has added $50,000 to the budget of Peter DiMeo, Executive Director of the American Society for Arts and Humanities. The additional funds will be used to support the funding of the Society's cultural and educational programs.

"We are pleased to support the work of Peter DiMeo and the American Society for Arts and Humanities," said Central Council member Jane Green. "Their work is important and we believe it is deserving of our support." The additional funds will be used to support the Society's cultural and educational programs.

---

**Chancellor Talks About Fields, SUNY Priorities**

By Mark P. Conner

The state of SUNY President Lagrange Hartlief announced that SUNY would increase its contributions to the SUNY budget. The increase will be used to support the fields of education, health, and the arts.

"SUNY is committed to supporting the fields of education, health, and the arts," said Hartlief. "These fields are vital to the success of our state and we must do our part to support them." The increase will be used to support the fields of education, health, and the arts.

---

**Candidates for 1980 State President Announced**

The candidates for the SUNY 1980 State President election were announced on Friday. The candidates are David Gold, Robert Pinckney and Jack Alexander. The election will take place in April.

"We are excited to announce the candidates for the SUNY 1980 State President election," said SUNY President Lagrange Hartlief. "The candidates have shown great leadership in their roles and we believe they are the right individuals to represent SUNY." The candidates will be announced at a later date.

---

**APRIL/W4S**

APRIL/W4S is a monthly publication that focuses on the world of Amateur Radio. The latest issue features articles on emergency communications, DXing, and computer assisted operation.

"We are proud to release the latest issue of APRIL/W4S," said Editor-in-Chief David Gold. "Our goal is to provide informative and entertaining content for our readers. We hope you Enjoy this issue." The latest issue features articles on emergency communications, DXing, and computer assisted operation.

---
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fographic program, maybe I can get out and it may not be in the form that you’re thinking, maybe others will want to go in.

APW/PA: Are you running what is called a ‘positive campaign?’

Kathy Brown: Definitely.

APW/PA: If you had to ask any of your opponents to do the same, would you expect them to?

Kathy Brown: I think the other candidates need to ask for the same thing.

APW/PA: If you were going along with every ad

dressed to you, and you were doing it, do you think that you’d have to do the same thing?

Kathy Brown: I think every ad that is doing the campaign should be addressed to the people.

APW/PA: So, essentially, what is your ultimate end goal?

Kathy Brown: I want to make sure that the people have a voice in the decision making processes.

APW/PA: Is that so yearly, in your opinion?

Kathy Brown: I think in the next term, you should make sure that the people have a voice in the decision making processes.

APW/PA: What groups would be involved in these yearly meetings?

Kathy Brown: I don’t really see the need to have these groups involved in these yearly meetings.

APW/PA: Good luck to all you candidates.

Kathy Brown: Thank you.

APW/PA: Good luck.

Kathy Brown: Thank you.

Arizona

Steve Miller

Kathy Brown

Anne Markowitz

Jim Aramost
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Your feet have been waiting for the day they could have a pair of Levi's all to themselves. New Levi's heavy leathers with rugged soles...h in rivets...in little orange tags. C'mon guys, get into Levi's...for feet!

When do you say Budweiser?
- Now.
- Later.
- All of the above!

Actually, anytime is the right time to say Budweiser. And when you do, you're really said it all!

When you talk it over...call middle earth at 457-5900

APRIL 25, 1977
ALBANY STUDENT PRESS PAGE SEVEN
The term "MOSHAIKH" is DANIEL 9:25, in simple HEBREW means ancestors. And all things then were associated & were so called [Tam 1:72]

Some of their other claims are fanciful extrapolations, forcing meaning into words, which say something else entirely.

THUS, PSALM 22 "announced" to his "followers" he was simply taken out of context, & refer to ISRAEL'S depreciation in EXILE.

We've been around for a long time, for 3000 years, and have seen things come & go.

Experience tells us that organized attempts are made to impose other religions on us.

Apparently, they feel threatened by OR'S EXISTENCE, because the Roman's, the Church, the Crusaders, the Inquisition, and the Crusades all tried.

(Judah, by the way, doesn't declare war - he invites or elects that one must be Jewish to be "saved" - only the JEWS - it's the JEWS' WAYS.)

ONCE they used the SWORD, TORTURE, AUTO DE FE, PERSECUTION & POSSIBILY, NOW, the method has changed to BILLBOARD, BUTTONS & STICKERS.

DO you think that will change OUR MINDS or that WE'll let them get away with it?

JUDAISM IS REAL, SPIRITUAL, PRACTICAL, A BEAUTIFUL WAY OF LIFE with warmth, enthusiasm and Torah & Mitzvos.

We NEVER LOST IT.
Research and Service Center
To Be Established Here

Plans are proceeding for the establishment here of the Government Research and Service Center following the approval by the State Legislature of budgetary action. Dean Vincent O'Gara of the School of Government, the Center's director, has appointed President Bushard fields in the 15-member steering committee responsible for organizing the new center, the first major step in the institutionalization of public policy analysis thrust as part of its developing mission.

The center is envisioned as having responsibility for coordinating and facilitating policy-oriented projects seeking the applications of specialized knowledge to major issues and problems. Described as a "SUNY-wide" center, it is being designed to make more efficacious the study of public policy and to generate alternative solutions for consideration by policy makers.

Other members of the steering committee are: John Doering, geographer; John Flax, constitutional and administrative law; Robert Goering, educational policy, programs, and institutions; Governor Hugh L. Carey, public administration; Donald Flax, director of the Center for the Study of Government, Politics, and National Security, and Public Affairs. Paul Marc, geography, EugeneMcKee, political science, Paul Shively, political science, and John M. Jacobson, director of the Center for the Study of Government, Politics, and National Security.

Mr. Bushard筹建s the seminar subcommittee of the steering committee, Dr. Tompkins, the executive director, and Mr. Moeller, for the new center's technical staff is to be announced as soon as May 4. This restructured conference will emphasize the distinctions between conference and seminar activities.

Aphra Himmel, dean of the School of Arts, and Dr. J. D. Toms, the executive director, will be responsible for the academic program, and Dr. T. S. Matthews, the assistant director, will be responsible for the technical staff.

The seminar program will be designed to provide opportunities for professional, public interest, and academic groups, and to emphasize policy-oriented expertise to attendance of these issues and problems.

The director of the center, for whom recruitment is currently underway, will report to the vice president for academic affairs, but will work closely with President Bushard.

Student Association Elections Candidates

SR President

Jan Lavelle
David Dunne
Paul Fishman
Tom Rall
Robby Peterson
Mark Warwar

SR Vice-President

Jim Arron
Steve Miller
Anne Mulligan
Karen Baren

Central Council

Dina Shabtisky
Da Vinci
Mike McCaffrey
Elisa Renshaw

State Senator

Mark Kinch
Denise Rohlman

Chief Executive

Alfredo Ruelas
Mark Rider
David Gross
McAvery

Commitees

Cabinet Affairs
Diane Phele
Robert Fulks
Paul Jeffery
Richard Strong
Richard Benitez

Student Press

Dan Fennetts
Tom Sokol
Ronald E. Smith
Evan Llone
Bill Collins
Norman Schwartz
Arthur Ruhlig

Dean's List

Gary Lee Bennett
James Leonard
Rob Kind
Paul Fidler

SUNY Student Assembly

Sharon Wu
Gary Lee Bennett
Arthur Ruhlig
Darrin Karche
Benjamin Bennis

Campus News Briefs

Student Association President Steve O'Donnell announced at last Wednesday's Central Council meeting that the Student Activities and Controlling Committee at 314 and 316 Huddleman Avenue, with catastrophic power outages by Aug. 1. When too many of campus resident enjoy, makes the meetings in a space for students to enjoy. At the session, Central Council moved to implement the use of voting machines, rather than paper ballots, for elections. It also began work on the budget, a task made difficult by the fact that new council members are scheduled to assume office on May 4.

This task will require approval of the Constitution and the By-laws, which are available in the Executive Office Building, for students to acquire an understanding of public affairs.
The Presidential and Vice-Presidential Elections: An Analysis of the Candidates

After over 12 hours of questioning and discussion with the ten candidates for SA President and Vice-President, endorsement committee of the Alphonse Steckler Society, we found that only two worthy of executive office this year: Jim Aronoff and Kathy Baron.

Each year, the validity of an ASP endorsement is questioned. And this year, we came as close as we ever have to not endorsing anyone. We still feel that a leader is needed, though, and the logic behind it is rather straightforward. Very few students are going to have an opportunity to participate in the candidates' campaigns or see them in action. Even those who do will have only a very short time to learn about them. This leaves us with the task of finding the best candidates in one in-room and bombard them with questions; the majority of students will be voting on the basis of posters, literature and other media communications. The endorsement committee was comprised of six reasonably informed, reasonably intelligent students who did have that opportunity. Our decisions are based on experience, ability, compassion and intelligence, all of which are necessary but not necessarily in that order. Our priorities were that of the student body's interest; the sum of all students' interest among the candidates. We highly recommend that all interested students vote for Aronoff and Baron as we sincerely believe that they are a formidable team.

Steve Miller
Miller is reasonable, well informed and is headed in the right direction. SA's internal problems, although he's done to dismiss them. What he needs to offer this year is a year of experience to familiarize himself with the workings of SA and the university before tackling the problems of the next year. But many think that that is the basis of what he needs to offer this year. People want to vote for someone who will be on top of the game by the next Sauda meeting. This next year he should be able to keep up in the administration and provide jobs and summer work for SA employees. Unfortunately, he has stated that he is planning to resign as SA President, because he wants to spend more time working in SA this summer. He also stated that he thought he wanted to resign. Perhaps he needs to be given a chance to fight for his own position and make an Oxford judgment. And that's not the kind of representation we need.

Jon Lafayette
Lafayette has been a careful observer of SA for years. He has had the opportunity to understand competent people in office (Curran, Bresnan, Klein, Coyle) and has served in a wide variety of positions. He can control his emotions and handle pressure. He isn't afraid to challenge himself or the job — too seriously, and would be able to tackle new people and ideas. His proposal for a much-needed revisiting of the control of SA's financial statement is in intriguing, and his priorities are, in general, well-placed.

Molly has difficulty following Lafayette seriously. He hasn't been compensated for his_train_ Civil for Central or his early dissatisfaction with this year's D-McM administration. He may be lacking in the techniques of persuasion, and his sarcasm could work against him if he doesn't keep it up under control.

Lafayette's image is an albatross. At this point in time, there exists a serious lack of faith in his conviction, dedication, and dependability. To back Lafayette for the third time is a project confidence. Students have to have respect for him and take this. It would take time for Lafayette to earn that confidence and respect, and time may not be able to afford it.

Steve Miller is the best candidate for this year. He has given many years of devoted service to the student body and has shown a strong interest in the university. Although he has not actively participated in SA's activities, he has always been active and has shown a strong interest in the university. He is an excellent candidate and is highly recommended for this position.

Jim Aronoff
Aronoff has a broad base of experience. Internally with Central Council and Financial Committee, as well as externally with the ASP, he has a wide range of experience on policy and decision making. His role on the ASP board is to represent the student body's needs and interests. He has been a strong leader in the past and has shown a strong interest in the university. He is a strong candidate and is highly recommended for this position.

Kathy Baron
Baron has been a strong candidate for this year. She has been involved in many activities on the university and has shown a strong interest in the student body's needs and interests. She has been a strong leader in the past and has shown a strong interest in the university. She is a strong candidate and is highly recommended for this position.

Manny the dingo
Manny is a strong candidate for this year. He has been involved in many activities on the university and has shown a strong interest in the student body's needs and interests. He has been a strong leader in the past and has shown a strong interest in the university. He is a strong candidate and is highly recommended for this position.

The Alphonse Steckler Society wishes to congratulate Barry M. Mandel on his recent appointment to the position of vice president for international affairs at New York University. Mandel is a strong candidate for this position and is highly recommended for his strong interest in the student body's needs and interests. He has been a strong leader in the past and has shown a strong interest in the university. He is a strong candidate and is highly recommended for this position.
**SPEAKERS FORUM**

Presents as a Part of Spring Weekend

**ROBERT KLEIN**

*Comedian*

---

**FRIDAY, MAY 6**

**8:00 PM**

**UNIVERSITY GYM**

**$1.50 W/TAX**

**$2.50 GENERAL PUBLIC**

*Last hour will be provided free to show-time donors and the WUSA shows.*

Tickets go on sale Monday, April 25 in the Campus Center T.V. Lounge at 10:00 AM. Beginning April 26, tickets will be available in SA Contact Office.

One ticket per tax card.

---

**NOTICE OF POSITIONS**

**Position:** Counselor, Middle Earth

**Requirements:** Experience in counseling

Current or past enrollment in Graduate Study

Persons holding these volunteer positions will provide individual and group counseling for clients of Middle Earth. In addition, they will assist in intake and provide a rotating on-call crisis consultation service to switchboard volunteers. Other duties will include case conferencing, recording of client contacts, and collating of statistics.

If interested, please visit the Middle Earth office in 102 Schuyler Hall, Dutch Quad. You will be asked to complete an application and schedule an interview.

Thank you.

Neal Berot
Counseling Coordinator

---

**Sophomores Interested in Business and Accounting**

Students intending to major in business and accounting for the Spring 1978 semester MUST apply by Friday, July 1, 1977

Applications for admission to the undergraduate School of Business will be available in RA 361 and University College through Friday, July 1, 1977

No Late Applications Will Be Accepted

---

**'77 - '78 UNIVERSITY DIRECTORY SURVEY**

Do you have a university directory in your apartment or suite? ______

How often do you use the directory?

Daily ______

Weekly ______

Occasionally ______

A few times ______

Never ______

Do you use the yellow pages?

Only ______

Occasionally ______

Rarely ______

Are you listed in the directory? ______

Correctly? ______

If incorrectly, is it because your information changed? ______

or because the directory was wrong from the start? ______

Are the permanent (usually away from Albany) addresses necessary in the directory? ______

The longer we wait to publish the directory, the more accurate it will be. How long are you willing to wait next fall? ______

How often do you have to call campus information for a number that isn't in the directory? ______

Do you know of any campus offices or groups that are not listed in the directory? ______

Do you know of any off-campus institutions or services that should be listed in the directory? ______

---

**Follett SUNY Bookstore**

---

**ATTENTION FACULTY:**

A Reminder From the Bookstore-

(1) Summer school book orders were due at the bookstore April 1st.

(2) Fall semester book orders were due at the bookstore April 15th.

As of April 15th, less than 10% of the Fall Semester book orders had been submitted to the bookstore.

---

On Campus Mail
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Campus Center 323
A Well-planned ‘Strategem’

By SUSAN SATKOWSKI

A weekend of music, dance, and theater entertained a large and enthusiastic crowd at the weekend. The Albany State University presented a series of concerts and performances that were well received by the audience. The events included several performances from both local and visiting artists, providing a diverse range of cultural experiences.

The Albany State University Press Review of the Arts

The Broken Flow of ‘Islands’

By GUY FRANK

I’ve been one of those people who have always been interested in the work of David Bowie. His music and films have been a constant inspiration to me. I’ve seen his shows, bought his albums, and even been to his concerts. So when I heard about his new album, I was excited. I’ve been following his career for years, and I was curious to see how he would continue his legacy.

I was not disappointed. The album is a masterpiece. The songs are powerful and emotional, and the production is top-notch. I was especially impressed with the opening track, ‘Islands’. The song is a beautiful tribute to his late father, and it’s clear that he poured his heart and soul into it.

The rest of the album is just as impressive. ‘Life on Mars?’ is aeperfect example of his signature sound. ‘Space Oddity’ is a classic, and ‘Heathen’ is a modern masterpiece. The album closes with ‘The man who sold the World’, a song that has been a staple in his live shows for years.

Overall, I was blown away by this album. It’s a testament to Bowie’s talent and dedication to his craft. I would highly recommend it to anyone who appreciates great music.
JSC-Hillel Elections
Tues. April 26th 7:30 PM LC 19

Bring Membership Card & ID
Voting closes at $30.
★ nominations for president and 2nd vice president will be open until 7:45

WIRA SA & COUNCIL
Applications are available in CC 356!
Applications due May 2.

WIRA Soccer Interest Meeting
Tues. April 26 at 3:30 pm.
Room to be announced.
Rosters & Info: CC-356
Individuals Welcome!

Gloria Steinem Refunds
Wednesday, April 27 thru Wednesday May 4 only
in SA Contact Office

TACO J's
"A Leedle Taste of Mexico"
Every Wednesday is SUNNY DAY in
The Albany Mall
50% discount on each $2.00 order.
Must present SUNNY Sticker I.D.

ST New Scotland Ave. Albany
(518) 465-4471

ATTENDANCE MANDATORY!
The 1st Annual Co-ed Mixed Doubles Tennis Tournament to be held 4/30/77

Interest Meeting 4/27/77
at 3:30 P.M. in CC315 for
Funded by AMIA/WIRA
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### Tracksters Run Over Binghamton, Buffalo

The Albany State Track team won its second straight Empire State Conference championship in a row-winning meet on Saturday. The team scored 109 points to best Buffalo 91 and Binghamton 89. The 20th annual meet was held at the University of Buffalo, and ended with strong performances from both teams.

---

### Election Runoffs Forced For SA President, VP

By Bryan Haulig

And then there were four. The second round of the Student Assembly presidential and vice-presidential runoffs held last Thursday were followed by another runoff, which was the final runoff for President and Vice-President. Above: from left to right, Jim Helton, Mike DeMarco, and John Arnone. Two of these candidates will be the next SA president and vice-president, to be chosen in a runoff.

---

### Batters Split Pair With RPI

By Mike Pollock

It was "split city" for the Albany baseball team as they traveled to RPI Thursday and Sunday. The Engineers won the first game 6-4 and lost the second 5-2.

---

### Council Passes Deficit Budget

By Paul Rosenthal

The student senate voted unanimously to approve the $300,000 deficit budget for the 1976-77 academic year.

---

### Classes Slated For Holy Days

### Cuts

*By Thomas Maloney*

Classes will be scheduled during religious holidays beginning with the 1976-1977 school year. Students are reminded that the schedule is subject to change and that the final schedule will be announced prior to the start of the fall semester.

---

### Students Turn Out To Protest

*By John Kinahan*

Students turned out to protest the decision to schedule classes during religious holidays beginning with the 1976-1977 school year. The protest was held on Thursday, April 27, at 5:00 PM in front of the Administration Building.

---

### Students Protest Class Schedule

*By John Kinahan*

Students turned out to protest the decision to schedule classes during religious holidays beginning with the 1976-1977 school year. The protest was held on Thursday, April 27, at 5:00 PM in front of the Administration Building.

---

### Sticken Fall To Geneseo

By Rich Silpe

Playing heavy-riding a run of 10-2, the Union Dutch shut down the 7-2-3 Geneseo Blue Devils on Saturday.

---

### Netters Trounce RPI: Record Now 9-2

*By Sidde Ekern*

The Albany State tennis team won its first conference match of the season against RPI Saturday, winning 6-1 to improve its overall record to 9-2.

---
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